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Abstract We study the effect of a spiral corrugation on the
outer surface of a fully metal-coated scanning near-field
optical microscopy (SNOM) probe using the finite element
method. The introduction of a novel form of asymmetry,
devoid of any preferential spatial direction and covering the
whole angular range of the originally axisymmetric tip,
allows attaining strong field localization for a linearly
polarised mode with arbitrary orientation. Compared to
previously proposed asymmetric structures which require
linearly polarised excitation properly oriented with respect
to the asymmetry, such a configuration enables significant
simplification in mode injection. In fact, not only is the
need for the delicate procedure to generate radially
polarised beams overcome, but also the relative alignment
between the linearly polarised beam and the tip modifica-
tion is no longer critical.

Keywords Scanning near-field optical microscopy .

Surface plasmons . Apertureless probes . Finite element
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Introduction

Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) has
represented a major step in nano-optics as an instrument
to study nanostructure properties thanks to its ability to
shed light on topographical and optical features with
subwavelength resolution, by using the near-field interac-
tions between the tip and the sample. A crucial role in such
a mechanism is of course played by the probe itself,
independently of whether it is used as a local illuminator to
excite the sample, whose response is then collected in the
far field (illumination mode), as a local collector of the
near-field response of the sample, broadly irradiated with a
far field excitation (collection mode), or both (illumination/
collection mode) [1].

The importance of the probe justifies the intensive search
for optimised structures [2–4], whose analysis has also been
favoured by the flourishing of a vast range of numerical
methods giving a glimpse into nanoscale mechanisms [5,
6]. The so-called aperture probes have been at the heart of
SNOM since its very beginning [7, 8]. Typically excited
with HE11 linearly polarised modes, they exhibit low
resolution and poor throughput, together with asymmetric
near-field distribution [9]. An interesting alternative is
given by apertureless fully metal-coated probes. If exter-
nally illuminated by a focusing lens or using a prism-based
total internal reflection configuration, they allow the
achievement of high resolution, albeit limited by a strong
background. Fortunately, such a shortcoming can be
avoided by resorting to internal back excitation [9–12].

The behaviour of fully metal-coated tips depends on the
input polarisation. The three fundamental modes supported
by the input aperture are a pair of orthogonal linearly
polarised eigenmodes, followed by a radially polarised one.
The probe behaviour under diversely polarised excitation
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has been carefully investigated in both numerical and
experimental studies [9–11, 13–17]. Strong field localiza-
tion with peak amplitude much higher than the one
achievable with linearly polarised modes has been observed
in case of radially polarised excitation. Such a nanofocusing
effect, of utmost importance for SNOM applications, has
been explained as the result of the energy transfer from a
waveguide mode (WGM) to the surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs) propagating towards the apex, occurring when their
respective wave vectors are matched [14]. More detailed
analyses have later emphasised the role played in such
intercoupling mechanisms by both inner and outer SPP
modes sustained at the metal/fibre and air/metal interfaces,
respectively [10]. If linearly polarised modes are injected at
the probe input aperture, the excited surface plasmons will
cancel out at the tip apex because of the opposite polarities
on the opposite sides of the tip. On the other hand, under
radially polarised injection, the excited surface plasmons
will interfere constructively at the very end of the tip due to
the rotational symmetry of the input polarisation and the
probe [13, 15, 18]. These mechanisms are responsible for
the high field confinement in case of radially polarised
excitation compared to the linearly polarised case. The
eventual outcome of this process is the creation of an
ultrasmall hot spot in the region close to the tip apex in the
former situation, as opposed to broader and weaker two-
lobed electric field intensity distributions for the latter one.

In spite of its potential attractiveness for SNOM set-ups,
radially polarised excitation requires an awkward procedure
extremely sensitive to misalignments, which could impair
all the benefits inherent in its use [19]. However, field
confinement under a more straightforward linearly polar-
ised excitation can be achieved by introducing an asymme-
try in the originally axisymmetric structure. This route has
been followed in several studies, assessing the effect of
both unintentional asymmetries, in form of defects in the
metal coating, and intentional modifications, like slits, an
oblique cut (stripping off both the metal coating and the
core of the original tip) and asymmetric corrugations on the
metal surface [20–23]. All these modifications introduce an
asymmetry along one specific direction. Hence, field
localization occurs only for the linearly polarised mode
that is oriented in the direction of the asymmetry. In other
words, given z the direction of the probe axis, if the
geometric modification determines an asymmetry along,
say, the x direction, then the x linearly polarised mode
undergoes significant shrinkage with respect to the axisym-
metric structure and also peak value enhancement for a
proper choice of the characteristics of the modification; vice
versa, the y linearly polarised mode will not be dramatically
affected by the modification, as no asymmetry is present
along the y direction, and will maintain a weaker, broader
and substantially two-lobed distribution. The field localiza-

tion stems from an interplay of different coupling mecha-
nisms between the WGM and SPPs, the inner and outer
SPPs, the linearly polarised mode and the radial one.
Similar considerations hold for asymmetries that do not
involve the geometry, rather the illumination, as is the case
for the offset apertured–metal-coated dielectric apertureless
structure, where a localised hot spot is obtained by using
incident light polarised linearly in the direction perpendic-
ular to the interface between the base of the tip and the
offset aperture adjacent to the tip base [24]. All these forms
of asymmetries exhibit their own axis of symmetry and
represent “directional” asymmetries that, of course, cannot
guarantee field localization for arbitrarily oriented linearly
polarised modes. Even if such modifications entail a
considerable simplification in the injection procedures, they
still require alignment between the linearly polarised mode
and the asymmetry itself. Therefore, it would be desirable
to attain superfocusing effects for arbitrarily oriented
linearly polarised excitation, by using an “adirectional”
asymmetry.

In this paper, we analyse the effects of a spiral
corrugation on the outer metal surface of a fully metal-
coated probe. The spiral intrinsically fits the specification of
lack of directionality and offers an interesting case study to
scrutinise the feasibility of the concept of orientation-
insensitive field localization. Although such a structure
looks challenging for fabrication, it could represent an
interesting starting point for more practical structures. In the
first section, we will show the possibility to get field
localization for two orthogonal linearly polarised modes.
Then, we will vary the mutual orientation of the linearly
polarised modes with respect to the spiral and compare the
results with those achievable with directional asymmetries.
We will show that, while the directional asymmetries give
rise to orientation-dependent behaviour, the adirectional
asymmetry brings about performance significantly less
sensitive to variations in the mutual orientation, which
makes the tip even more robust against misalignments.

Probe with Spiral Winding

The structure we have examined is based on a spiral metal
corrugation on the outer metal coating of the originally
axisymmetric structure, in a form likely to cover the entire
angular range and to create a fully asymmetric structure
along any spatial direction. We used a finite element based
software, Comsol Multiphysics, to carry out our three-
dimensional (3D) analysis. The sketch of the 3D structure
and of its projection on the xy plane is reported in Fig. 1.

The initial probe is made up of a silica core (n=1.5)
surrounded by an aluminium coating (n=0.645+5.029i at
the operating wavelength λ=532 nm). The inner silica cone
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radius is 225 nm, whereas the metallic hollow cone outer
radius is 275 nm. Both cones have an apex angle of 30° and
are rounded, with the radii of curvature amounting to 10
and 20 nm, respectively. The modelling domain is a 1.6 μm
high cylinder with radius 1 μm. The spiral corrugation is
formed by joining a tapered helix-shaped 3D object (with
circular cross-section of radius r) with two hemispherical
terminations (having the same radius r). In each point, the
centre of the circular cross-section is located along the outer
metal surface, so that the spiral winding appears as a
semicircular spiral corrugation. The spiral is placed be-
tween 150 and 750 nm along the z direction and the pitch
along z is 300 nm. The size of the computational domain
and the spiral parameters were chosen as a trade-off
between the need to create an effective asymmetry and
the computational cost. In fact, the nanoscale modelling of
SNOM probes is computationally challenging. Moreover,
in our case, the presence of an asymmetry rules out the
reduction of the problem complexity through the use of
two-dimensional (2D) approximations or the body of
revolution finite difference time domain method as done
for axisymmetric structures [9, 25]. A full 3D analysis
becomes mandatory: the use of unstructured grids in the
finite element method enables the treatment of such
complicated geometries. The spiral corrugation can take
on the form of either a groove, i.e. it is filled with air, or a
bump, corresponding to metal filling. We have also
investigated the effect of metal oxide filling. The compu-
tational process consists of two steps. First, a 2D analysis is
run to calculate the eigenmodes supported at the input port
in the plane at the bottom of the probe. Then, the first three
eigenmodes are propagated through the probe in a 3D
simulation. Second-order elements with minimum size of

about 0.8 nm have been used. Simulations have been run on
a 64-bit workstation with 32 GB of RAM.

In the following paragraphs, first we will examine the
behaviour of the probe for different mutual orientations of
the modes with respect to the spiral winding and variable r
and filling materials. Next, in order to highlight the
advantages resulting from the introduction of an adirec-
tional asymmetry like a spiral corrugation, we will estimate
how the behaviour of probes based on directional asymme-
tries (namely cut tips and asymmetrically corrugated
probes) depends on the polarisation direction.

Variation in the Mutual Position of the Spiral Winding
and the Mode Orientation

As we were interested in assessing the behaviour of the tip
under variable orientation of the linearly polarised mode
with respect to the spiral corrugation, we carried out a set of
simulations to account for all the possible relative positions.
For this purpose, we considered x and y linearly polarised
mode excitations (indicated from now on as H and V) and
examined the characteristics of the corresponding near-field
distributions for different spiral orientations, by rotating the
spiral winding. Due to the equivalence of the two
orthogonally polarised modes, it was sufficient to rotate
the corrugation over an angular range of 90° around the z
axis to cover the whole spectrum of possible mutual
positions. The zero rotation was arbitrarily set to be the
one depicted in Fig. 1 (corresponding to the centre of the
initial circular cross section at the extremes of the spiral
winding located at y=0) and the structure was rotated from
−40° to 45° with a step of 5°. We have evaluated the
characteristics of the near-field distribution close to the tip

Fig. 1 Sketch of the fully metal-
coated probe with spiral corruga-
tion: a 3D representation, b pro-
jection on the xy plane. The
different mutual positions of the
corrugation and the linearly
polarised modes are created by
clockwise (negative angles) and
counter-clockwise (positive
angles) rotations of the corruga-
tion around the z axis
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apex in terms of signal intensity and full width at half
maximum (FWHM), which is related to resolution. The
quantities we have chosen as figures of merit for the
characterization of the sensitivity to polarisation direction
are the maximum deviation of the FWHM and peak
intensity from the average values as the orientation rotated.
Smaller deviations suggest more uniform probe behaviour
under variable polarisation direction.

Throughout the whole analysis, we have considered the
behaviour of the axisymmetric probe (with the same
geometric parameters except for the presence of the spiral
corrugation) as a reference for comparison. For this
reference structure, a localised hot spot with FWHM of
38 nm was obtained under radially polarised excitation for
the square of the norm of the electric field in a transverse
plane located at 10 nm from the tip apex, while broad two-
lobed distributions with average size of 400 nm and peak
values about 50 times smaller than the one of the radial spot
were observed in the same plane under linearly polarised
excitation [22]. The size of the radial spot is mostly
influenced by the diameter of the metal rounding at the
apex [26]. In this paper, we have considered the intensity of
the electric field in the same transverse plane for the tips
with a spiral corrugation. In Fig. 2 the near-field intensity
distributions for a spiral metal corrugation at zero rotation
angle and radius r=25 nm are illustrated. The values are
normalised to the peak value of the reference probe under
radially polarised excitation in order to better pinpoint the
relative field strengths.

As expected, the presence of an adirectional asymmetry
results in strong field localization for both the orthogonal
linearly polarised modes. The ultrasmall spots are very
similar in terms of both FWHM and peak value, even
though their peak intensity is still five times lower than the
one of the radial hot spot of the axisymmetric probe.
However, as reported in the next paragraph, the intensity
can be adjusted by varying either the filling material or the
radius of the corrugation. Different physical mechanisms
are responsible for field localization: the diverse forms of
intercoupling between inner and outer SPPs and between
SPPs and WGM induced by the spiral protrusion cause the
electric fields associated with SPPs on the opposite sides of
the probe not to have opposite phases any longer, a
phenomenon leading to mutual cancellation at the tip apex
for axisymmetric structures. The main advantage with
respect to structures based on directional asymmetries lies
in the fact that now both the linearly polarised modes
oriented in orthogonal directions undergo similar processes
and experience analogous shrinkage with comparable peak
values, because the asymmetry involves all the spatial
directions. It is worth to observe that the chirality of the
spiral winding (that is whether it wraps the tip in clockwise
or counter-clockwise direction) plays no role in this case:

similar intensity distributions have been observed by
changing this property.

In order to get deeper insight into the effects of the spiral
winding, the FWHM and the peak value normalised to the
peak achieved in the reference axisymmetric probe under
radially polarised excitation have been calculated for the
different angles encompassing all the possible mutual
positions of the spiral and the mode orientation (Fig. 3).

As visible, the most striking feature is that only
negligible fluctuations occur in the FWHM. Noticeably,
the structure exhibits a spot size almost insensitive to
variations in the mutual orientation, offering the potential
for an easier implementation of high resolution microscopy.
In fact, the FWHM is related to the eventual achievable
resolution and hence its robustness with respect to
misalignments in mode injection allows a marked simpli-
fication in experimental applications. Despite this tremen-
dous advantage, the peak value is still slightly dependent on
the mutual orientation: nonetheless, the maximum deviation
from the average value calculated over all the mutual positions
is less than 20%, a value that could still be acceptable if the
average value were sufficiently high for detection. Note that,
due to the equivalence of the linearly polarised modes H and
V, just one average value is calculated for both of them as the
average over all the rotation angles.

The degree of improvement becomes more apparent if
compared with a similar analysis run on a structure with a
directional asymmetry. In particular, we considered a
structure with five asymmetric corrugations of radius
20 nm, extended over an angular section of 160°.
Corrugations could be either bumps (metal filling indicated
by m) or grooves (air filling labelled as a) in the outer metal
surface. We examined a probe with an alternation of metal/
air/air/metal/air (maama) starting from the bottom corruga-
tion. While in [22] only a single mutual orientation of the
corrugation with respect to the linearly polarised modes
was considered (because the corrugations were located in
such a way to create maximum asymmetry along x and no
asymmetry along y), in the present paper we rotated the
corrugations in order to examine the sensitivity of the tip
behaviour to the mutual orientation of the linearly polarised
mode with respect to the asymmetry. We set the zero
rotation angle to correspond to the position of maximum
asymmetry along the x direction and no asymmetry along y.
Due to the symmetry of the corrugation with respect to y=0
at the zero rotation angle, it was sufficient to consider only
the angular range between 0° and 45° to cover the whole
range of possible mutual positions. Figure 4a,b report the
graphs obtained by rotating the asymmetrically corrugated
tip maama.

For the sake of clarity, the field distributions for the H
and V modes at the two extremes of the rotation are
depicted in Fig. 4c,d. As evident, when the rotation is null,
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a strong asymmetry in just one direction (x) is present,
giving rise to strong field localization with high peak values
under H excitation, while the V mode does not “feel” any
asymmetry and exhibits a broad and weak distribution. As
the corrugations are rotated, the asymmetry along x is

reduced, while an asymmetry along y appears and gradually
increases. At the same time, the H distribution starts to
decline in peak value, while the V distribution shrinks in size
and climbs in peak value. At 45°, the asymmetry perceived
by both the modes is the same and the corresponding
distributions are roughly identical. In contrast to the spiral
winding, the variation of the probe behaviour with relative
alignment is radical, as shown also by the maximum
deviation from the average value of the spot size and the
peak value amounting to about 375% and 90%, respectively.

Variation in Material and Geometric Parameters
and Comparison with Directional Asymmetries

Both the FWHM and the peak value can be tuned and
optimised by changing the characteristics of the spiral
corrugation. As anticipated, an indentation can be used
instead of a metal protrusion, that is the metal can be carved
in a spiral shape, or, as an alternative, another dielectric
such as aluminium oxide (n=1.54) can fill the spiral
corrugation. In fact, the coupling between surface modes
at two adjacent metal/dielectric interfaces can be modulated
by changing the indices of refraction of the dielectric
materials [25]. Additionally, the radius of the spiral r can be
changed to get stronger or weaker asymmetries. This
geometric parameter was varied from 15 to 30 nm with a
step of 5 nm. More specifically, for each structure based on
a particular combination of filling material and radius r, we

Fig. 3 Behaviour of the probe with spiral metal corrugation (r=
25 nm) for different mutual orientations of the corrugation and the
linearly polarised mode: a comparison of the peak value with respect
to the one of the standard reference probe under radially polarised
excitation (denoted by Rstd); b FWHM

Fig. 2 Normalised near-field
intensity distributions in a plane
located at 10 nm from the apex
of a fully metal-coated probe
with a spiral metal corrugation
of radius r=25 nm (R stands for
radially, H for x- and V for y-
linearly polarised excitation): a
over a 600 nm×600 nm square
area; b magnification over the
200 nm×200 nm square area
enclosed in the white border in
the upper row
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undertook an analysis similar to the one shown in the
previous paragraph for the spiral metal corrugation of
radius r=25 nm, that is we rotated the corrugation from
−40° to 45° with a step of 5°. Then, we calculated the
average value of the peak ratio and the FWHM for the
linearly polarised distributions over all the rotated positions,
as explained in the previous paragraph, and considered
these values together with the maximum deviation from the
corresponding average as figures of merit for comparison.
The results for the three different filling materials as a
function of the radius r are reported in Fig. 5.

A global inspection of the graphs reveals that, when the
asymmetry is small, the coupling mechanisms are less
efficient and the field localization is less effective, giving
rise to bigger spot sizes and lower peak intensities. As the
asymmetry becomes stronger, the shrinkage in the field
distributions gets more remarkable and the FWHM drops to
values comparable to the size of the radial spot of the
axisymmetric tip (which, as stated earlier, is mostly
influenced by the diameter of the metal rounding at the
apex). At the same time, the peak value increases as a result
of improved coupling mechanisms. The better field local-
ization is the outcome of a stronger asymmetry due to larger
r values. However, differently from the case of directional
asymmetries, these results are achieved irrespective of the
mutual orientation of the linearly polarised mode and the
asymmetry introduced in the structure, as confirmed by the
data about the maximum deviation. The deviation in

FWHM dips as the radius increases until it reaches a point
where the spot size can be considered almost constant with
a variation in the reciprocal position. Although the peak
value shows an opposite trend with a change of the spiral
radius, the maximum deviations are still tolerable, espe-
cially if combined with a rise in the average value occurring
when metal is replaced by air or, even better, by aluminium
oxide. The behaviour of the probe as a function of the
filling material can be explained as a result of better
coupling mechanisms between inner and outer SPPs
occurring when air is substituted with metal oxide, because
the coupling of surface modes at two adjacent metal–
dielectric interfaces becomes more efficient when the
indices of refraction of the two dielectrics are closer [27].

To better highlight the enhanced robustness of the spiral
asymmetry against misalignments, we evaluated the behav-
iour of probes based on various forms of directional
asymmetries with different geometric parameters as a
function of the relative orientation between the H and V
modes and the asymmetry itself. The structures we
examined are an asymmetrically corrugated probe with
four different configurations and a cut probe with three
different sets of geometric parameters [22, 23]. Both tip
categories are sketched in Fig. 6.

We labelled all the asymmetrically corrugated structures
after the initial of the filling material starting from the
bottom corrugation (a stands for air, m for metal and o for
aluminium oxide). The angular section covered by the

Fig. 4 Behaviour of the maama probe for different mutual orienta-
tions of the corrugation and the linearly polarised mode: a comparison
of the peak value with respect to the one of the standard reference

probe under radially polarised excitation (denoted by Rstd); b FWHM;
c near-field distributions for the two linearly polarised modes at 0°; d
near-field distributions for the two linearly polarised modes at 45°
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corrugation (opening angle) was 160° in all the cases with
the exception of the structure called amama 130°. As to the
cut probe, the configurations called cut 30° and cut 50°
refer to probes with the new apex after the cut located at
816 nm from the bottom of the computational domain and
cut angles (measured between a plane orthogonal to the

axis of the probe and the plane of the cut) of 30° and 50°,
respectively. The structure denoted as cut 766 nm has a cut
height of 766 nm and a cut angle of 30°. These structures
were studied in the original papers only for the case of
maximum asymmetry along x and no asymmetry along y
and, therefore, for a single mutual orientation of the

Fig. 5 Characteristics of the
near-field intensity distributions
for variable filling material and
variable radius of the spiral
corrugation under linearly
polarised excitation (H and V):
a average value of the ratio
between the peak value for the
probe with spiral corrugation
and the one of the standard
reference probe under radially
polarised excitation; b average
value of the FWHM; c maxi-
mum deviation from the average
value of the ratio between the
peak value for the probe with
spiral corrugation and the one of
the standard reference probe
under radially polarised excita-
tion; d maximum deviation from
the average value of the FWHM

Fig. 6 Sketch of two forms of
directional asymmetries: a cut
probe, b tip with asymmetric
corrugations
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asymmetry with respect to the modes. In the current paper,
the sensitivity to polarisation direction was studied by
rotating each asymmetric structure from 0° to 45° with a
step of 5°, with 0° corresponding to maximum asymmetry
along x and no asymmetry along y for both the cut tips and
the asymmetrically corrugated probes. As we are mainly
interested in the sensitivity to mode orientation, we report
only the maximum deviation in the peak ratio and in the
spot size from the average value over all the rotated
positions (Fig. 7).

Variations of more than 90% in the peak value and, more
importantly, stronger than 280% in the spot size are
reported. The different sets of material and geometrical
parameters considered show that such strong variations do
not depend on how much the structures are optimised, but
rather in their intrinsic directional nature. Aligning the input
polarisation in a wrong way implies degradation not only of
peak intensity, but also of resolution. On the contrary, the
use of an adirectional asymmetry waives any bond on the
input polarisation alignment.

Conclusions

An impressive simplification of the mode injection proce-
dure in fully metal-coated probes can ensue from the
introduction of an adirectional asymmetry, that is an
asymmetry covering the whole angular range of the tip
and devoid of an axis of symmetry. The actual structure
here proposed as a proof of concept is a spiral corrugation.
The lack of a preferential spatial direction allows the
achievement of field localization for any mutual orientation
of the spiral with respect to the linearly polarised mode.

The rate of improvement consequent upon the use of an
adirectional asymmetry instead of directional ones has been
estimated by comparing the orientation-dependent behav-
iour of structures based on the two different forms of
asymmetries. The maximum deviation in spot size plum-
mets from values between 280% and 500% for directional
asymmetries to values of about 45% in the worst case for

spiral adirectional asymmetry and even below 2% for
proper choices of spiral parameters; likewise, the maximum
variation in peak intensity falls from above 90% for
directional asymmetries to below 45% for an adirectional
asymmetry. Hence, the creation of a hot spot whose size
is almost independent of the orientation of the linear
polarisation and whose peak value changes only within a
small range not only allows one to avoid the use of the
radially polarised mode, but also permits not to care
about the alignment of the linearly polarised mode with
respect to the asymmetry. Requirements on alignment are
correspondingly significantly relaxed.

The practical impact of such a result in experimental
applications can be appreciated when considering the role
played by the orientation of the linearly polarised mode in
the images recorded by asymmetric tips based on a tip-on-
aperture and on a monopole antenna grown on the rim of an
aperture tip [28–30]. For example, in [29, 30], dramatic
variations in the imaging of fluorescent molecules were
observed both in resolution and signal intensity by rotating
the linearly polarised mode from the direction along which
the metal protrusion is present to the orthogonal one,
highlighting the strong influence of polarisation and the
need to excite a suitably polarised mode. However, the
control of the direction of the input polarisation is not an
easy task especially in fibre-based tips due to the fact
that the actual position of the asymmetry is unknown
when the tip is mounted on the microscope and also
because of the rotation of the incident light polarisation
within the probe: in a tip-on-tip analysis of an asymmet-
ric probe, the effective polarisation direction close to the
asymmetry was determined a posteriori by observing the
field distribution close to the tip apex and comparing it to
simulation results [31]. The lack of accurate knowledge
about the mutual orientation between the polarisation
direction and the asymmetry would hinder a systematic
application of such probes. The use of a fully metal-coated
probe with adirectional asymmetries could potentially
guarantee more uniform performance independently of
the alignment.

Fig. 7 Characteristics of the
near-field intensity distributions
for directional asymmetries un-
der linearly polarised excitation
(H and V): a maximum devia-
tion from the average value of
the ratio between the peak value
for the different directional
asymmetries and the one of the
standard reference probe under
radially polarised excitation; b
maximum deviation from the
average value of the FWHM
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Although the spiral corrugation proposed in this work
was conceived mostly as a proof of concept to explore the
implications of the use of an adirectional asymmetry, an
investigation of the effects of geometric and material
parameters was carried out to show possible routes for
optimization. Stronger asymmetries extended to larger tip
sections originate better field localization. An extension of
the computational domain could allow the study of the
effects of other parameters, like the period, the number of
turns and the shape of the corrugation; however, computa-
tional limits amply restrict the range of parameters that can
be investigated.

Even though the fabrication of such a corrugation with a
viable and reproducible method appears challenging, we
have to point out that spiral lenses and gratings have been
produced on planar structures [32, 33] and spiral fibre
gratings have been fabricated for mode couplers [34].
Moreover, corrugations on tapered tips have been realised
using focused ion beam and helically grooved metal wires,
obtained by wrapping a wire around a cylindrical core, have
been fabricated for terahertz SPP guiding applications [35,
36]. Even a more challenging structure based on a 3D array
of free-standing metal helices has been realised for mid-
infrared frequencies [37]. In the wake of these encouraging
results, we are confident that a spiral conical corrugation
could be produced as well. Should this be possible, a
characterization, based for example on tip-on-tip measure-
ments [19, 31], could be carried out to validate our results.

Beyond the actual feasibility of this specific structure,
the outcomes of our studies represent an interesting starting
point and a clue to the design of more practical adirectional
asymmetries, such as simpler modifications arranged in a
spiral-like fashion. As a matter of fact, the use of adirec-
tional asymmetries could bring about a staggering simpli-
fication and improvement in experimental applications.
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